Every operator in the algebra of a continuous nest A~ can be factored as a product of two operators which belong to certain diagonal disjoint ideals of AlgyT. This factorization leads to a new description of nest algebras.
The main result of this paper is that every operator in the algebra of a continuous nest can be factored as a product of two operators which belong to certain diagonal disjoint ideals of that algebra. As a consequence, a new description of nest algebras is given, in terms of factorization criteria.
Let yf be a nest (i.e., a totally ordered complete set of projections containing 0 and / ) on a separable Hilbert space %A. We denote by Alg JA the algebra of all operators in B(%A) that leave invariant every element of JA. Also, by JA' we will denote the diagonal of Alg JA, i.e., the set of all operators in Alg JA such that their adjoints also belong to Alg JA. Finally, we call JA" to be the core of Alg JA .
Ideals of nest algebras and in particular ideals which are diagonal disjoint have been studied by a number of authors [4, 5, 9] . For example, the Jacobson Radical £%A-of Alg JA is a diagonal disjoint two-sided ideal of Alg JA and one of the main results of [9] is a characterization of this ideal. Let us give some definitions.
We shall call a (not necessarily finite) set {Pn\a G sé , sé G N} of intervals P = M -N , M , N G JA, of the nest JA, a partition of JA if the intervals are pairwise orthogonal and the sum J2aÇjf Pn = / in the strong operator topology. Given a nest JA , Larson s ideal AH™ is the collection of all operators X in Alg JA for which, given e > 0, there exists a partition {PJa G sé} of JA such that ||P XP || < e for all a G sé .
If we restrict all partitions to be finite sets of intervals we will obtain the Jacobson Radical AP r of Alg JA [9] . Since, however, infinite partitions can arise in general, AAlf-will usually contain ¿A? r . The ideal AA?0^. plays an important role in the theory of nest algebras and their similarities [6] . Recently, J. Orr [11] proved that, for an arbitrary nest JA, AAl™ is the greatest diagonal disjoint ideal of Algyf . One of the key lemmas in the proof of the above result follows. First, we need a definition: Let X G Alg JA and let A be an element of JA . We say that A belongs to the support of X if and only if inf{\\(E -F)X(F -F)\\\F, F G JA; E > A > F} > 0. Proposition 1 ([11] , Lemma 2.2). Let Jr be a continuous nest. Then there exists an infinite sequence {-R"}"GN, of pairwise orthogonal care projections each of which has support equal to JA. There is also a bounded sequence of idempotents Qn = RnQnRn SUch that Qn £ ^7 and SUch that ß = E™ i Q" is a wed efined idempotent which has support equal to JA.
The following theorem, which is described in [7] , is due to Larson-Pitts. We note that two idempotents Qx and Q2 of Alg JA are said to be algebraically equivalent if there are operators X, Y in Alg JA such that XY = Qx and YX = Q2. Let us now focus our attention on descriptions of nest algebras. There are several such descriptions in the literature. R. Loebl and P. Muhly [8] show that nest algebras are precisely the algebras of analytic operators with respect to certain groups of *-automorphisms of B(ßf). J. Schue [10] describes nest algebras for which the diagonal is a maximal abelian algebra as the algebraic sum of the diagonal and a two-sided ideal defined in terms of certain boundedness conditions involving a certain derivation of B(ß?). In the sequel we shall use a well-known description due to Deddens [2] .
is a self-adjoint operator we call {EA(t)\t G R} the spectral nest of A (see [1] for details). There is no loss of generality in assuming that every nest JA is the spectral nest of a positive invertible operator. Indeed, if / is a separating vector for JA" , JA an arbitrary nest, then the operator A= fexp({Nf,f))dN, which is well defined as a Riemman sum, is positive and invertible, and its spectral nest equals JA.
Theorem 3 (Deddens [2] ). Let A be a positive invertible operator with spectral nest Jr. Then
Alg JA = {X G B(ßf)\ \\AmXA~m\\ < ||*||, m G N}.
The description of nest algebras that we give is slightly more complicated but also more detailed than Deddens'. We show that every operator in Alg JA, JA the spectral nest of a positive invertible operator A , factors as a product of two operators such that their half orbits, under the action of A , have special convergence properties (Theorem 8). Observe that it is not the case that the half orbits of every element of Alg JA have these convergence properties (Proposition 7). Hence our factorization result is the best that one can hope for.
In what follows, we will denote by AAAA , A a positive invertible operator, the set of all operators X in B(A%f) such that the sequence {Am XA~m}m&i is strongly convergent to zero. Clearly
is strongly convergent to zero}.
is strongly convergent to zero}. A more detailed analysis of SfiA,Si'A-\ is needed. Then ¿5^ contains the ideal 32™.. Moreover, if JA is continuous and Q is the idempotent described in Proposition 1, then Q belongs to A9PA . Hence, SPA equals 32™ if and only if JA is completely atomic (i.e., the minimal intervals of JA span the whole space ßf).
Proof. We claim that every operator of the form EX (I -E) , where E G JA and X GB(ßf), belongs to S?A .
First, we suppose that E = E, = A{F G JA\F > E}. Then, given e > 0 and a unit vector / in <%*, there exists F > E in JA such that ||(F -E)f\\ < e. Since 
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So, \\AmE\\ = ||/J-tmdEA(t)\\ < Xm, \\(I -E)A~m\\ < p~m and the conclusion follows by imitating the above proof. Let {P"|P" = Fn -En , a G sé) be a partition of JA and * be a operator in Alg JA such that XPa = EaXPa for every a G sé . Then the above claim shows that XPa G A9^A , a G sé , and so, by Lemma 5, * belongs to A/JA . Since every operator in A%™ is the norm limit of a sequence of operators of the above form, Proposition 4 implies that A/PA contains £%™ .
We now claim that if JA is completely atomic, then AA?™ = Af^ . Indeed, if X gA9pa and P is an arbitrary atom of JA then PXP G JA' and so PXP = AmPXPA'm = PAmXA~mP, for every m G N. Thus PXP = 0, which shows that * e 31™ .
If JA is a continuous nest Lemma 5 shows that the idempotent Q described in Proposition 1 is contained in S"A . Clearly, Q does not belong to 32™ and so 31™ is strictly contained in AAA'A . For the general case, if JA is not completely atomic, a simple reduction to the continuous part of JA shows the desired result.
Remarks, (a) If JAX = {I -N\N g JA} then 3¿™± = (31™)* and so Proposition 6 shows that •9'A-\ contains the ideal 3?*r . Moreover, since the idempotent Q is a direct sum of operators that belong to 3F™ , the above observation implies that Q* G AAA' -\ .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use We are now in position to state our main results. We begin our exposition with a characterization of the algebras of completely atomic nests. Conversely, let A he a positive invertible operator with spectral nest Jr, such that Alg JA = JA' © &PA . We will prove that JA is completely atomic. Indeed if it is not completely atomic then there exists a projection P g JA' such that the compressed nest PJA = {PA| A g JA}, acting on the Hubert space P(ßf), is a multiplicity free continuous nest. Moreover, Alg PJA = P(Alg JA)P = (PJA)'' ®A5ApAp , which implies that AAApAP is a two-sided diagonal disjoint ideal of Alg PJA. Since (PJr)' is abelian the ideal A?PAP contains the commutator ideal of Alg PJA (that is to say the smallest ideal containing all the commutators YX -XY of operators in Alg PJA). However in [6, Proposition 3.5], Larson shows that the commutator ideal for the algebra of a continuous nest is the whole algebra, and thus AAApAp = Alg PJA, which is absurd.
How can Proposition 7 be generalized for an arbitrary positive invertible operator A ? Clearly, if the spectral nest JA of A is not completely atomic then there exists an operator * in Alg JA such that the sequence {AmXA~m}m€N does not converge in the strong operator topology. In spite of this, our main result guarantees that every such operator can be factored as the product of two Conversely let * be an arbitrary element of AlgyT. We will prove that * admits the desired factorization.
Let I -P be the span of all atoms of JA. Then, the nest PJA is continuous and hence there exists an idempotent QQ G Alg PJA satisfying the properties Moreover, since P G JA' and QT G S"A-t , we have that Z g JA' ®A7*-\ . On the other hand, Proposition 7 shows that (/ -P)X(I -P) lies in JA' ®t9A . Since, by Lemma 5, PX(I -P) e S"A we have that the operator X(I -P) belongs to JT' © 5eA . Clearly XSQ G A9PA and hence Y gJA' ®^A, which proves the theorem. Remarks. It is remarkable that our description of nest algebras depends only on the choice of nest JA ; it is independent of the choice of the positive invertible operator A whose spectral nest equals JA . In fact, if JA is a completely atomic nest then all the ideals AA7A , as A varies over the positive invertible operators with spectral nest JA, are equal to Larson's ideal 32™ . Unfortunately, it is not known to us how the ideals S^A vary with A when the nest JA is not completely atomic.
Moreover, there is another open question related to the one above. First, we give a definition: Let JA be an arbitrary nest. We define J5^r to be the set of all operators *, in Alg JA with the property that given any strong operator topology neighborhood of zero, there is a finite partition {PJa G sé} of JA such that ^Znes^ PaXPa nes m tnis neighborhood.
The set S^j,-is a norm closed, diagonal disjoint, left ideal of Alg JA . Moreover, S^jr contains Larson's ideal 32™ (see [5] for a proof) and hence a reworking of the proof of Theorem 8 shows that the statement of that theorem remains true if A/7A , A9?*-\ are replaced by S^, Af^x respectively. We don't know how the ideal J5^ is related to the ideals S"A , where A ranges over the positive invertible operators with spectral nest JA. Does there exist a positive invertible operator A such as AA'A equals <5^r ? Clearly, an answer to the above questions would give a better understanding of our factorization results.
If someone wants to use weak operator topology criteria in order to describe nest algebras, then the following is the best that can be said. Proposition 10. Let A be a positive invertible operator with spectral nest JA. Then A\g JA is exactly the set of all operators X in B(^) for which the sequence {AmXA~m}meN has a weakly convergent subsequence.
Proof. If * e A\%JA , then the sequence {AmXA~m}m&i is bounded in norm, hence it has a weakly convergent subsequence. For the converse, let * be an operator such that {AmXA~m} has a weakly convergent subsequence; namely, {AmkXA~mk}k€N . Hence, by the uniform boundedness theorem there exists a constant C > 0 such that \\Am"XA~mk\\ <C, k g N. We will prove that * belongs to Alg JA .
Let E = EA(X), X G R+ , be an arbitrary element of JA. Then, for every p > X, \\(I-EA(p))XEA(X)\\<\\A-mk(I-EA(p))\\\\AmkXA-mk\\\\EA(X)Á"k\\ <C(X/pfA
Hence (I -EA(p))XE4(X) = 0 for every p > X. The conclusion now follows from the fact that EA(p) } EA(X) as p } X.
